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Company Synopsis:
Antipa Minerals Ltd (ASX:AZY) is a mineral
exploration company primarily focusing on
the Paterson Province in northwest Western
Australia, which is home to Newcrest
Mining Ltd's (ASX:NCM) world?class Telfer
gold?copper mine, and other such large
mineral deposits. 
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Antipa Minerals jumps on lifting Minyari Dome
Project gold resource 250% to 1.8 million ounces

Antipa Minerals Ltd (ASX:AZY) has opened strongly on completing an updated
mineral resource estimate for the Minyari-WACA resource at Minyari Dome
Project in Western Australia, increasing it by 250% to 1.8 million ounces of gold
at 1.6 g/t gold.

Providing encouragement for Antipa is that the Minyari Dome resource also
contains a further 64,300 tonnes of copper at 0.19% copper, 584,000 ounces of
silver and 11,100 tonnes of cobalt.

A large portion of that resource - 1 million ounces of gold, 41,100 tonnes of
copper, 387,000 ounces of silver and 7,700 tonnes of cobalt - sits in the
indicated category, and extends from surface, offering an open pit mining
opportunity with further underground development potential.

Shares have jumped as much as 25.6% in early trading to A$0.054 with more
than 32 million changing hands in the first 15 minutes.

Scoping study next step

A scoping study has now begun, expected to be completed in the third quarter
of this year.

"This outstanding result confirms that our 100% owned Minyari-WACA gold-
copper-silver-cobalt resource is very large-scale with significant continued
growth opportunities and strong potential to support a standalone
development," Antipa Minerals managing director Roger Mason said.

"To have achieved a massive 250% increase in the resource at a discovery
cost of an extremely low $7.20 per gold equivalent resource ounce is a credit to
the entire Antipa team.

"The strategic significance of this resource to Antipa is huge, providing us with
the potential to deliver a standalone mining and processing operation located in
the rapidly advancing tier?one Paterson Province, nestled between Newcrest's
Telfer mine and Rio's Winu development project, and surrounded by our
Paterson Farm?in Project with IGO."

"We have kicked off the scoping study, which will provide us with the pathway forward, which is expected to comprise
the commencement of a pre?feasibility study.

"The majority of the 1-million-ounce indicated resource is within 300 metres of the surface, which delivers strong
potential for open pittable reserves."
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Map of the southern region of the Minyari Dome Project showing mineral resource locations, and Minyari North, GP01,
WACA East, Judes and other prospect locations.

Strong underground development potential

"The other exciting resource highlight was the high?grade 1.0 million gold equivalent ounces at 3.06 g/t gold equivalent,
which provides the potential for underground development opportunities," Mason continued.

"The Minyari Dome Project represents a significant opportunity for Antipa shareholders. The current Minyari resource
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delivers approximately 3,000 ounces per vertical metre from surface.

"Given Greatland Gold's recently revised Havieron resource of 5.5-million-ounces of gold is contained over an
approximate 1,000-metre vertical deposit extent (equating to approximately 5,500/ounce per vertical metre), and also
noting that the Havieron deposit starts below approximately 430 metres of cover, Antipa believes that there is further
substantial growth potential down plunge at Minyari.

"We think there is strong potential to continue to grow this resource through both extensional and greenfields drilling
and therefore we are pleased to have been able to attract globally recognised mineral exploration consultants Dr Scott
Halley and Dr Steve Garwin to seriously boost our discovery capability.

"The plan for this year's drilling program is being finalised, with the priorities being to further increase the project's
resources, enhance potential development options and address any scoping study recommendations."
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Proactive Investors facilitate the largest global investor network across 4 continents in 4 languages. With a team of analysts
journalists & professional investors Proactive produce independent coverage on 1000's of companies across every sector for private
investors, private client brokers, fund managers and international investor communities.

     Contact us +61 (0)2 9280 0700 action@proactiveinvestors.com.au

No investment advice

Proactive Investors Australia Pty Ltd  ACN 132 787 654 (the Company, we or us) provides you with access to the content set out above, including any news,
quotes, information, data, text, reports, ratings, opinions, images, photos, graphics, graphs, charts, animations and video (Content) and this website (the Site)
on the terms set out in this disclaimer, together with all other terms and conditions, disclaimers and other notices displayed elsewhere on this Site.
                       It is important for you to know that:
                       (a)	none of the Content is, or is intended to be, general or personal advice
                       (b)	the principal purpose of the Content is to provide factual information only and to comment on news; 
                       (c)	the Content does not contain or imply any recommendation or opinion intended to influence your financial decisions, including in respect of
any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction or investment strategy, and must not be relied upon by you as such; 
                       (d)	in providing you with the Content, we have not considered your objectives, financial situation or needs; and
                       (e)	you should make your own enquiries and obtain your own independent advice prior to making any financial decisions. 
                       The Content contains data (including but not limited to prices, statistics and calculated information) obtained from a variety of third party sources
(Third Party Data). The Company does not make any representation or warranty that any of the Content, including the Third Party Data, will be reliable,
accurate or complete. The Company disclaims all responsibility and liability arising in any way from any errors or omissions in the Content, including the Third
Party Data, including any loss you may incur in connection with any action or decision made by you in reliance upon the Content or Third Party Data. 
                       In certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, or their affiliates, may have received, or be entitled to receive, financial or
other consideration in connection with providing information about certain entities on the Site, which may include the above Content. 
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